Choose the Right Lining
Using lining and interlining on your custom products adds tremendous
value to your design in so many ways:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Protects the more expensive face fabrics from sun, moisture and wear
Hides seams and hems
Increases insulation and energy efficiency
Reduces noise
Provides additional privacy
Enhances the beauty of your product by giving it more body, a fuller, more luxurious hand and the finished
look your customer will love

Premium
·

SUPERIOR DRAPEABILITY

·

STAIN RESISTANT

·

HIGHER THREAD COUNT

·

INSULATION PROPERTIES

Value

Enhance

has been brushed on the back to give a flannel-like softness. This is
an all purpose lining that works well on its own or combined with Interlining. 80%
improvement in R-value over unlined draperies.

Dream Sateen

is a classic satin weave. Presses out beautifully and works
well with polyester and polyester blended fabrics. Use with Flannel or Interlining to
add extra body and drapeability.

Gem & Satinette

are gorgeous 100% cotton linings in two different weights.
These work well with silks, linens and cotton
fabrics. Using Gem with your face fabric increases the R-value 57% over unlined
draperies.

Challis is a classic lining.

It provides great value and is water repellent and
crease resistant. Works well with blended fabrics.

·

ECONOMICAL

B-Line

is our most economical lining. Good hand, luster and durability.

·

LIGHT PROTECTION

Crest

is water repellent and crease resistant. Works well with cottons, linens

·

ADDS BODY

and silks.

Roc-Lon Rain No Stain (RNS)

with water repellent finish that helps
prevent oil and water-borne stains and streaks. Ultra-violet inhibitors protect
against sun deterioration and fading. Recommended to use with finer fabrics such

Colors

·

ENHANCE COLORS OF
FACE FABRIC

·

BLEND WITH EXTERIOR
COLORS OF THE HOME

·

ADDS EXTRA VALUE TO
YOUR DESIGN

Supreme

Comparable to Dream Sateen. Available only in Ecru, it is crease
resistant and water repellent.

Satinette

the black color is ideal for layering in the French Blackout method.
This provides excellent
drapeability, insulation and light control.

Light Control
PROTECTS FACE FABRIC
ROOM DARKENING
ENERGY EFFICIENT
NOISE INSULATING

Please note: Needle holes and
black specks may show on
stitched areas of blackout
linings. Always use a sharp
needle and consider adding
interlining to minimize these
conditions.

Interlining
NOISE & THERMAL
INSULATING
ENERGY EFFICIENT

Sunset is a versatile “dim-out” thermal & noise insulation.
It has a beautiful hand and excellent drapeability. 100% polyester.
Fusion Blackout has a 100% cotton face and is fused on the back with blackout wadding. Works great on silks, faux silks and other light to medium weight fabrics. Soft hand, good for
treatments requiring light control and extra body.
Midnight

is 100% Polyester face with an electrostatic rayon flocked back, black-

out.

Nightline is 100% cotton face with luxurious hand and drape. Combined with
face fabric, it yields 43% improvement in R-value over unlined drapery. This 3 pass
blackout is an excellent choice for thermal, noise insulation and energy savings.
Nocturne is an economical polyester/cotton blend face and
provides good light control and energy savings. 3 pass blackout.
Suedeline is a versatile “dim-out” polyester/cotton face lining with a nice hand
and is a great value. Suedeline is standard on all Kasmir shades.
Twilight Suede is 100% Polyester face with an electrostatic rayon flocked
back, dim-out.

Sateen Combo has a 100% cotton sateen face with a fused
polyester interlining on the back. Labor cost & time saver!
Fusion Sateen 50% cotton– 50% polyester with a fused
interlining on the back. Excellent thermal and noise insulation.
Another labor cost & time saver.
Flannel is heavier than regular interlining, adding even more body and weight to
your treatments. Using Flannel with your face fabric plus Gem lining improves Rvalue 310% over unlined drapery.

EXTRA DRAPEABILITY

Interlining is versatile, economical and works well with most treatments and
styles adding body & weight.

EXCELLENT WITH SILKS,
FAUX SILKS & LIGHT
WEIGHT FABRICS

Bump is the thickest and most luxurious interlining. Beautiful for soft edges or as
a light weight bedding fill.

Wide
TIME SAVING

Flame
Retardant
FLAME RESISTANT
F/R CERTIFICATION

Wide Satinette is a beautiful 113” wide sateen lining with a softened luster
and a great hand. Excellent for use in quilting machines or for seamless draperies.
Ships folded, but presses out nicely.
Widebody is our economical 115” wide folded lining. Widely used on quilting
machines for bedding.

FR 7010

is a treated 100% polyester semi-sheer weight.

FR 7030 is 100% cotton with a crease and water resistant luster

finish.

